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2. Community and Symbol

In the previous chapter we observed the convergence of some notions
in reader-response criticism and in the study of oral poetry, in particular the
notions of the tribe and of what Fish calls an interpretive community. This
convergence may seem outlandish; in this chapter I shall try to show that it is
a plausible and useful byproduct of certain features of experiencing texts in
any social setting. The notion of community, tribal as well as interpretive, is
crucial to our discussion, and I shall therefore have a closer look at how
community can be defined. I shall first consider Fish's notion of the
'interpretive community' and suggest an answer to some of the problems it
raises. In order to do this I shall apply the findings of two disciplines that
themselves do not always see eye to eye: sociology and anthropology.1 I
shall review the notion of community in the social sciences, and the role of
symbolism in defining it. I shall then try to show how literature as such and
particular literary works can function as symbols, and, consequently, how
literature helps to shape community.

*

1 The disagreements have been particularly intense in an area that is crucial to this
discussion, symbolism. Sociologists, with the exception of those in the tradition of
Durkheim and Simmel, have long shown little interest in symbol, myth and religion--
they were considered to be phenomena of an irrational age rapidly waning, of no interest
in the Enlightenment world view of sociology. In anthropology, on the other hand, such
phenomena have always been central (Martin 30).
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At the end of his essay 'Interpreting the Variorum,' in which he
radically questions the authority of the 'text,' Stanley Fish tries to answer the
question how the relative stability of interpretations can be explained, if not
by the authority of the text. Fish makes the rabbit disappear by persuading us
that it had never been there in the first place. Instead he introduces the notion
of 'interpretive communities' (see above, 21).

Interpretive communities are made up of those who share interpretive strategies not for
reading (in the conventional sense) but for writing texts, for constituting their properties
and assigning their intentions. In other words, these strategies exist prior to the act of
reading and therefore determine the shape of what is read rather than, as is usually
assumed, the other way around. If it is an article of faith in a particular community that
there are a variety of texts, its members will boast a repertoire of strategies for making
them. And if a community believes in the existence of only one text, then the single
strategy its members employ will be forever writing it. The first community will accuse
the members of the second of being reductive, and they in turn will call their accusers
superficial. The assumption in each community will be that the other is not correctly
perceiving the 'true text,' but the truth will be that each perceives the text (or texts) its
interpretive strategies demand and call into being. (Is There a Text . . . 171)

In the introduction to his collection of essays Is There a Text in this
Class?, which has the telling subtitle The Authority of Interpretive
Communities, Fish makes the relationship between the individual reader and
the interpretive community explicit:

Indeed, it is interpretive communities, rather than either the text or the reader, that
produce meanings and are responsible for the emergence of formal features. . . . Since
the thoughts an individual can think and the mental operations he can perform have their
source in some or other interpretive community, he is as much a product of that
community (acting as an extension of it) as the meanings it enables him to produce. (14)

In a review of Fish's book Robert Scholes has taken Fish to task for his
'totalitarian vision' (173). In particular he attacks Fish's 'truly astonishing
conclusion' (174) that his position makes it possible to explain 'why there are
disagreements and why they can be debated in a principled way' (Is There a
Text . . . 15).

Principled debate is exactly what Fish's theory cannot describe. To agree on the
principles that govern critical debate--what counts as evidence and so on--would be to
accept membership in the same interpretive community. But members of the same
interpretive community, by definition, have no disagreements (174).
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The only way out Scholes sees is to say that accepting the same principles is
not the same as being a member of the same interpretive community. But this
raises the question what else it then may be.

Scholes makes two points that have to be clarified if Fish's notion of
the interpretive community is to be of any use in discussing literature: How
is disagreement possible in an interpretive community? And: how can an
'interpretive community' be defined? I shall deal with them in turn.

Fish's notion of the interpretive community is less narrow than the
passages quoted and Scholes's conclusions from them suggest. In particular
Scholes's claim that it does not allow for differences of opinion is based on a
misreading of Fish. Fish allows for disagreements and the possibility of
debating them in referring to 'the stability in the makeup of interpretive
communities and therefore in the opposing positions they make possible' (15
and 171). In his essay 'Interpreting the Variorum' Fish even reckons with a
reader belonging to more than one interpretive community.

This, then, is the explanation both for the stability of interpretation among different
readers (they belong to the same community) and for the regularity with which a single
reader will employ different interpretive strategies and thus make different texts (he
belongs to different communities). (171)

Scholes's contention that, according to Fish, there can be no disagreement
within an interpretive community, and in particular, that no one can belong
to more than one community at a time (174), is clearly not supported by a
careful reading of Fish. However, the fact that Scholes does go wrong cannot
come as a surprise and points up a serious problem in Fish: How can
interpretive communities be defined? According to Fish they are 'made up of
those who share interpretive strategies . . .' (171). But what is an 'interpretive
strategy'? Fish is vague about this. The word 'strategy' seems to suggest some
grand design, something structuring the perceptions of the readers--the
meaning Scholes seems to be taking for granted when he criticizes Fish's
'totalitarianism.' On the other hand, Fish usually speaks of strategies in the
plural, as a set of directions for making a text (170), and his examples--
offered in a discussion of Milton--concern line-endings, alliterations (166),
and placing a poem in a particular genre (168). This suggests that we should
understand the
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strategies as a number of fairly specific rules applied in dealing with works
of literature, as an algorithm for reading.

If we are dealing with a set of rules or directions, however, we should
also know something about the relationships among them. Fish is silent
about this, about how interpretive communities may be overlapping (because
they share some but not all rules), or how one may contain another (because
it accepts all its rules, but adds others to them). Such a definition reduces the
'interpretive community' to a mechanical collection of traits and blurs the
edges of the concept. It becomes difficult to distinguish, as Fish claims to,
between interpretations (or, as Fish would rather have it, different texts) that
are due to the openness inherent in the interpretive strategies of a single
community, and interpretations that are due to the fact that the reader
belongs to several communities.

Fish seems to revel in the problems of defining an 'interpretive
community'--the rabbit having disappeared in the hat, the hat fades into thin
air:

How can any one of us know whether or not he is a member of the same interpretive
community as any other of us? The answer is that he can't, since any evidence brought
forward to support the claim would itself be an interpretation (especially if the 'other'
were an author long dead). The only 'proof' of membership is fellowship, the nod of
recognition from someone in the same community, someone who says to you what
neither of us could ever prove to a third party: 'we know.' (173)

Fish's problems in defining 'interpretive communities' stem from two
sources: a narrow focus on the text (in the traditional sense), which seems to
be a relic from the kind of criticism he is trying to displace; and a
preoccupation with the meaning of the 'text.'2 'Interpretive communities,' as
the name suggests, are groups that ascribe the same meanings to texts,
because they use the same 'interpretive strategies' and this can be seen in
their ascribing the same meaning to texts. No other criteria are used in
defining the 'interpretive community,' and isolating it like this makes a
definition virtually impossible. It is not surprising, therefore, that Fish, when
trying to offer a positive characteristic of the 'interpretive community' turns
to the language of other fields: 'fellow-

2 The preoccupation with meaning is something Fish shares with many literary critics (after
all, meaning is what interpretation produces). It is striking that this narrow focus has also
persisted in the work of reader-response critics--most notably Wolfgang Iser.
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ship,' a word that refers to human relationships and often has religious
overtones.

Fish's notion of interpretive communities is an important step towards
explaining the sources of authority in literary criticism, why there are
differences of opinion, and why they are usually restricted to a limited range.
In order to make convincing use of the term, however, we must not view it
solely in the context of analyzing 'textual' meaning; we must include the
findings of the social sciences, where 'community' has for long been a
central, if controversial concept.

*

There are roughly two uses of the term 'community' in the social
sciences; the uses do not entirely exclude each other.3 One is territorial;
studies on it concentrate on localities, such as the town, the village, the city.
The other, which is more important to our concerns, is relational; in the
tradition of Emile Durkheim, 'community' is usually understood in terms of
the relationship between the self and the social aggregate. Here studies

are oriented toward the ways in which group members cooperate and conflict--to the
existence or absence of bonds of similarity and sympathy, to what unites or differentiates
a collectivity of people. (Gusfield xvi)

In this usage, 'community' is often defined as part of a dichotomy. This
dichotomy was first formulated in the second half of the nineteenth century.
Durkheim, for example, made the distinction between mechanical and
organic solidarity: The former results from the similarity of traditions, beliefs
and activities, and is characteristic of small agricultural villages; the latter is
based on differences, specialization, and the mutual dependence entailed by
them, characteristic of industrialized societies. The terms that have come to
be most widely used for groups showing these types of solidarity are those
used by Ferdinand Tönnies in his book Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft
(1887), 'Community and Society.'4 Gusfield summarizes the differences as
follows:

3 My account will heavily draw on Gusfield's study, which offers an excellent survey of the
field. There are other uses of 'community' than those discussed, e.g., as a synonym for
group, organization, a moral or spiritual phenomenon, or a unit of social and territorial
organization.

4 The book is available in English under the title Community and Association.
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The community-society typology might . . . be seen as distinguishing relationships based
on sentiments--emotional and intrinsic attachments--from those of interests--mutually
held goals which prescribe cooperation in their pursuit. The parent-child relation [as we
commonly perceive it] is illustrative of the communal relationship derived from
sentiment; the customer-merchant relationship, the example of interests. The building
blocks of community are thus familial, kin, territorial, ethnic, religious; and obligations
rest on affective, emotional elements. Society is made up of groups such as hospitals,
schools, courts and organizations where expediency, exchange, mutual interest and
rational calculation of gain are the criteria of participation and success. (10)

Sociologists, historians, philosophers, and social scientists have often viewed
the loss of community with nostalgia. Such nostalgia is not entirely justified;
as Durkheim already noted in The Division of Labor, contract, the social
relationship characteristic of society, has a pre-contractual basis: the mutual
trust of those entering it. Further, as Gusfield insists, community is not, as is
often assumed, something given, even primordial, but is itself a social
construction. This is illustrated by the nationalism of Third World countries,
which has to overcome tribal loyalties and traditions.

Society is not, therefore, simply what follows when community is lost,
as the nostalgic view of the history of human relations would suggest. Nor is
community something primitive that has to be eradicated in order to make
modernization possible, as is often assumed in theories of modernization
(Gusfield 18-19).5 The two do not exclude each other, but can exist beside
each other, overlapping and interlocking. We also find them in the modern
industrial world, where communities take the shape of communal networks,
extended families, or, in an American context, ethnic groups. For someone
who adheres to a nostalgic version of history, community is a conservative,
even a reactionary dream; if we reject this view, we can study dispassionately
what conditions have to obtain to make community possible, and how
community may be created.

There are three conditions that are often assumed to be necessary for
the formation of a community. One is the existence of a homogeneous
culture. 'Language, moralities and common histories are expected to produce
a sense of being a unique and different people' (Gusfield 31-32). But, as
Gusfield suggests, a homogeneous culture is not

5 See on this problem Gusfield's article 'Tradition and Modernity: Misplaced Polarities in
the Study of Social Change.'
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enough in itself, and not even a necessary precondition. A second factor is a
common territory, often considered so important that the term 'community' is
defined in terms of territory rather than social relations. According to
Gusfield this notion has its roots 'in the tendency to identify the local, small,
territorial unit with communal relationships and the large urban and regional
units with societal characteristics' (32). Again, this need not be the case, as
both the existence of nationalist movements and of relationships mainly
based on interest in small groups suggest. But the relation between territorial
size and communalism has continued to be a central issue (see below,
Chapter 8).

A third factor is more basic to 'community' than either a homogeneous
culture or a common territory: a 'consciousness of kind.' Gusfield describes it
as

the perception that 'we' have a different set of obligations and rights when acting
toward those perceived as part of 'our' community than toward those who are seen as
outside that community. (34)

It is this 'consciousness of kind' which Fish illustrates with 'the nod of
recognition' one member of an interpretive community may receive from
another.

Gusfield mentions two phenomena that facilitate the 'consciousness of
kind.' The first is 'the capacity to evoke symbols of community, like a name
or a sign (for example a shared way of dressing or a flag).6 The second is a
sense of participating in the same history, or, in other words, a tradition.
This ensures that the people involved share 'symbols, legends, names and
events that are unlikely to others' (35), and have shared attitudes toward
events. The two are not of the same order. The symbols of community are
crucial; the shared history is itself a symbol of community, and it is a source
of other bonding factors, including a homogeneous culture and a common
territory.

As they are social constructions, communities can be observed in their
emergence, and it may even be possible to create them. Consciousness of
kind is often created by conflict with others, by being perceived as a group
by them, and developing a sense of a common fate.7 Gusfield

6 Gusfield's example for this is the names of teenage gangs, all denoting exclusivity, like
'The Eagles,' 'The Panthers,' etc.

7 The examples offered by Gusfield include the Jews, whose persecution by Nazi Germany
has led to resurgence of loyalty across national, class and religious differences. (36)
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points out how independence movements frequently give rise to a cultural
renaissance 'in which symbols of group identity are formed and a new history
written to provide a prideful past with which to identify' (35). In the course
of this process a past and traditions are 're-discovered' that serve the need of
the present situation.8 The traditions, which may be ascribed a venerable age,
can often be shown to be of recent origin, creations of the moment when the
community needed them for its legitimation.

Throughout his study Gusfield asserts the situational character of
community and resists its reification.

Rather than conceiving of 'community' and 'society' as groups and/or entities to which
persons 'belong', it would seem more useful to conceptualize these terms as points of
reference brought into play in particular situations and arenas. The individual brings to
these situations a plurality of groups, associations, and social networks on which he can
draw in defining his and others' behavior. The sources of his identifications and the uses
to which they are put are derived from the situation as well as from the past affiliations
and designations. (41)

In the pluralistic societies of the modern world the same person may belong
to widely different communities and be 'at once a Catholic, a student, a
lawyer, a woman, an American'--or, for that matter, a teacher, a critic, and, as
the member of a sub-community, let us say, a deconstructionist. 'Each
definition brings different loyalties and purposes into play' (42).

Gusfield illustrates this with a quotation from H.G. Wells:

[The botanist] has a strong feeling for systematic botanists as against plant physiologists,
whom he regards as lewd and evil scoundrels in this relation; but he has a strong feeling
for all botanists, and indeed all biologists, as against physicists, and those who profess
the exact sciences, all of whom he regards as dull, mechanical, ugly-minded scoundrels,
in this relation; but he has a strong feeling for all who profess what he calls Science, as
against psychologists, sociologists, philosophers and literary men, whom he regards as
wild, foolish, immoral scoundrels in this relation; but he has a strong feeling for all the
educated men as against the working man, whom he regards as a cheating, lying, loafing,
drunken, thievish, dirty scoundrel in this relation; but as soon as the working man is
comprehended together with these others, as

8 Gusfield's examples: 'India developed the lion of Ashoka as an ancient symbol; the Irish
resurrected Gaelic; the Zionists restored Hebrew. In similar fashion, Negroes have
supported and expanded the revision of American history through Black history and
Black studies' (35). Some intriguing case-histories are described in detail in
Hobsbawm/Ranger, among them the invention of the Scottish kilt.
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Englishmen, he holds them superior to all sorts of Europeans, whom he regards . . . (A
Modern Utopia 322)

Today the lines would probably not be drawn in the same places, but they
would certainly be drawn in the same manner.

The difference between the situation in a modern pluralistic society, as
described by Gusfield, and that in a tribal society forces us to distinguish
between different types of community. In order to do this, we must first
discuss in more detail what makes the notion of community that has just
been outlined different from the one suggested by Fish: Community is based
on shared symbols, not on shared strategies for assigning meaning (and
therefore on shared meanings).

*

Symbols, not meanings--such a slogan may sound provocative,
especially to students of literature. They have for long been preoccupied with
meaning, and there are few signs that this would be changing. It does not
matter, whether they celebrate the presence of meaning in the text or--as in
some recent criticism--its absence. When the symbol is discussed in literary
studies the focus is usually on semantics--the relationship between the
signifier and the signified.9 According to Coleridge, whose definition is
frequently quoted with approval (e.g., in handbooks like Cuddon's
Dictionary of Literary Terms), the symbol

is characterized by a translucence of the special [i.e., the representative of the species] in
the individual, or of the general in the special. (The Statesman's Manual 437)

The paradoxical combination of analogy and identity suggested by such a
definition takes a symbol as something complex, the meaning of which
cannot be unequivocal.

If we approach the symbol along the lines sketched here, the question
What does a given symbol mean? is no longer crucial. Another question
moves to the foreground, one that emphasizes its pragmatic dimension: What
does the symbol do? The answer proposed here is: It creates

9 Todorov's recent historical study Théories du Symbole avoids a definition of the term, but
the notion he works with is clearly a semantic one: 'il suffise d'indiquer que l'évocation
symbolique vient se greffer sur la signification directe, et . . . certains usages du langage,
telle la poésie, la cultivent plus que d'autres.' (9)
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community.10 This function is suggested by the etymology of the word.
Symbol is derived from the Greek verb symballein, meaning 'to put together,'
and the related noun symbolon, meaning 'mark,' 'token,' or 'sign,' in particular
a mark of recognition. This meaning is derived from the custom of offering a
guest one half of a ring broken asunder; if many years later, two people met
and the halves in their possession fitted each other they could recognize each
other (Preminger 833).

In pragmatic terms it is not the glossable meaning of the symbol that is
important, but the fact that it is accepted as meaningful in a certain way by a
community. In order to retain its significance, the symbol must remain open
to interpretation; it is this openness to interpretation--and not complexity of
meaning--that protects the symbol against losing significance. Its meaning
may be different to every person concerned, but they will all take it for
granted that they share the symbol with the other members of the
community. It is the symbol's openness to interpretation that makes possible
the nod of recognition among a community mentioned by Fish. Discussing
the meaning of a symbol already presupposes agreement on the significance
and therefore the existence of community.

From the point of view adopted here the traditional distinction between
private and conventional symbols (cp. Wellek and Warren 189-90), for
example, appears in an entirely different light. It is not opaqueness or
obviousness, nor originality or conventionality that distinguishes these two
kinds of symbols from each other, but simply the size of the communities
that accept them as valid.

Once we agree that it is the openness to interpretation that is
characteristic of the symbol, we can go one step further, and reject altogether
the notion that symbols 'have meaning.' Dan Sperber, in Rethinking
Symbolism, speaks of 'the absurd idea that symbols mean' (84); according to
him 'symbolism . . . is not a means of encoding information, but a means of
organizing it' (70).11 In other words, symbols do not mean; they make
meaning possible. Sperber considers symbolism an anthropological fact,

10 Malinowski's notion of 'phatic communion' is pertinent here: Such a communion is based
on verbal signaling, which 'serves to establish bonds of personal union between people
brought together by the need of companionship and does not serve any purpose of
communicating ideas' (Ogden and Richards 315)

11 Sperber thus rejects both Lévi-Strauss's comparison of symbolism to language (though
he accepts his structuralist premises) and Turner's cryptological view of it. Turner's
notion of symbolism will be touched on later in this chapter.
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but the 'attribution of sense is an essential aspect of symbolic development in
our culture. Semiologism is one of the bases of our ideology' (83-84).

Sperber discusses two semiological views of symbolism, the
cryptological and the Freudian one, and finds them both defective.

The cryptological view posits at the outset a set of symbols as given in a
culture; the Freudian view posits at the outset a set of interpretations as
given in the unconscious. Both leave the logic of the relationships
(symbol, interpretation) largely indeterminate or even posit this
indeterminateness as an intrinsic characteristic of symbolism. (47)

The cryptological view, frequent among anthropologists (as we shall see
later), associates symbols with certain representations 'in such a ruleless
manner that any object at all could as well have been symbolized' (47).
According to the Freudian view, a limited number of unconscious
representations may be encoded by any object at all.

The parallel defects of the cryptological and Freudian views derive from a poor
appreciation of the nature of the pairs (symbol, exegesis) and (symbol, unconscious
representation). Contrary to predictions, the second terms of the pairs are not substituted
for, but rather added to, the first. Exegesis, like unconscious representation, does not
constitute the interpretation of the symbol, but one of its extensions, and must itself be
symbolically interpreted. (48)

Because of this, symbolic knowledge constitutes a realm of knowledge of its
own.

Sperber comes to the conclusion that

cultural symbolism focuses the attention of the members of a single society in the same
directions, determines parallel evocational fields that are structured in the same way, but
leaves the individual free to effect an evocation in them as he likes. Cultural symbolism
creates a community of interest but not of opinions, which--be it said in passing--has
always troubled churchmen and politicians, manufacturers of ideology, obstinate
misappropriators of symbolism. (137)

Sperber offers examples from various kinds of communities to
illustrate his point that symbols do not have, but may help to produce
meaning.12 One of them concerns a sentence summarizing Lacan's position
in psychoanalysis, The unconscious is structured like a language. Sperber
comments:

12 I shall return to other examples in Chapter 4.
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A critical reader tries to see which statement is expressed by [this] utterance . . . so as to
evaluate its truth. The structure of language being a part of the structure of the
unconscious, he asks himself if the part is here a model of the whole, if the general
properties of language extend to all the unconscious, if the unconscious is a code, or is
made up of codes, etc. For my part, I am incapable of conceiving a true statement that
would conform to the sense of [this utterance]. I doubt, however, that a Lacanian would
yield to my arguments. If we ask him the precise import of [it], even though incapable of
defining it, he will not doubt its truth. The problem, for him, is not to validate or
invalidate a statement. He knows that [the utterance] expresses a valid statement, but he
does not know which one. Thus, he searches. Doing so, his mind opens itself to a whole
series of problems, certain possibilities appear, certain relationships impose
themselves. . . . (100-101)

In other words, the Lacanian extends rather than interprets the meaning of
the statement.

*

We can now return to the question of how different kinds of
communities, like those mentioned by Gusfield in a pluralist society and
those in a tribal society, can be distinguished; and we can do this with
respect to how symbols are used by them.13 We can best study this with the
help of Mary Douglas's account of the links between symbolism and social
relations, which draws on both anthropology and sociolinguistics.

Douglas follows Durkheim in seeing close links between social
relations, i.e., the relations between the self and the social aggregate, on the
one hand, and cosmology on the other; she sees them as reinforcing each
other. She describes these links with the help of the notions of 'grid' and
'group' (77-92). As these terms are crucial to the argument of this study, it
may be useful to explain them briefly. 'Grid' refers to classification, the
degree to which symbolic systems are articulated, 'group' to the power-
relations between the self and other people. In a diagram (84), she arranges
the two social dimensions on a vertical and a horizontal axis, and places
people and communities in relation to them.

13 I am adapting an approach that has been used by Bernice Martin in discussing cultural
change.
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A C
Strong Grid

system of shared classifications

ego increasingly exerting
pressure that controls
other people
Weak Group

0
Strong Group

ego increasingly controlled
by other people's pressure

private system of classification
Weak Grid

B D

On the vertical grid-axis we move from the zero point of total confusion
downward towards an increasingly private but coherent system of
classification (called 'weak grid'), ultimately leading to what may be
perceived by others as madness. Above the zero point we find public
symbolic systems, in an increasing degree of articulation ('strong grid').
Below the zero point we find the area of innovation, above it that of
conformity (85).

On the horizontal group-axis different relationships between the ego
and the group are arranged. At the zero point no demands are made on the
individual, i.e., he is alone. To the left of it we find the 'ego increasingly
exerting pressure that controls other people,' which Douglas labels 'weak
group,' to the right we find the 'ego increasingly controlled by other people's
pressure' ('strong group').

People and the communities they form can be placed on this diagram,
not as single points, but as occupying a certain area--the larger it is, the
greater the potential tensions within the community. Some examples must
suffice here. Close to the horizontal zero line, we find the fringe elements of
a community, to the right those who are controlled by others (children, for
example), to the left voluntary outcasts (like tramps or rich eccentrics). Close
to the vertical line, which marks the balance of
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power between the ego and the group, we find people with a competitive
life-style.

On the top right side (quadrant C) we find a system of shared
classification; the ego is controlled by the pressure of other people (those
who may be able to control the symbolic system). This is the kind of
situation we commonly (but, as Douglas points out, incorrectly) associate
with tribal life;14 other examples Douglas offers include monastic life,
military society, and bureaucratic systems insulated from criticism. 'Strong
grid and strong group will tend to a routinized piety towards authority and its
symbols; beliefs in a punishing, moral universe, and a category of rejects'
(87).

The area below the horizontal line, that of innovation, is of particular
interest to us. Douglas describes it as follows:

To the far right the fringe area of private thought is socially null. It is under more
pressure than it can exert. Far to the left it is in high public esteem: hordes of people to
the far right would be applauding to each new impulse emanating from the far lower
left. . . . A musician can innovate, a painter, inventors and writers too. If his idea be
ignored, he is still on the right. . . . If successful, though, the innovator may see the
public system of classification change in his own lifetime. If he wants to stay original, he
will have to keep thinking of something new to surprise them with, or devise a technique
for maximizing the unexpected . . . . (85)

At the same time, if the symbolism used is too private, the artist will no
longer be able to communicate with his audience; he will be considered mad.

On the basis of these observations Douglas can classify, according to
the degree of their semantic articulation, symbols in a continuum between
condensation and diffuseness. Symbols in a strong-grid/strong-group
community are condensed; in a group close to the zero lines of grid and
group they are diffuse. In using these terms Douglas is adopting the
cryptological view of symbolism (Sperber 47), which is perhaps most
impressively represented by Victor Turner's definition.15

14 Douglas is careful to point out that this pattern was, for historical reasons, the one found
during the late colonial period, but one that is not characteristic of tribal life per se.
Indeed she offers her diagram to distinguish different types of tribal life.

15 The same terminology can be found in studies following Lévi-Strauss's notion of
symbolism, for example. Cp. the chapter heading 'The material representation of abstract
ideas: ritual condensation' in Leach, Culture and Communication.
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The simplest property [of symbolism] is that of condensation. Many things and actions
are represented in a single formation. Secondly, a . . . symbol is a unification of
disparate significata. The disparate significata are interconnected by virtue of their
common possession of analogous qualities or by association in fact or thought. (Turner,
The Forest of Symbols 27-28)

As we are following Sperber in rejecting the notion of symbols having
meaning, we have to reformulate Douglas's useful distinction; instead of
condensed and diffuse symbols we have to speak of strong and weak ones. In
a strong-grid/strong-group community symbols are powerful and effective,
i.e., strong, because their significance is not seriously questioned. In a
community located closer to the zero-point, symbols lose much of their force
in public life. In a strong-grid/strong-group community, where a great deal of
knowledge remains implicit, symbols will also be richer and more powerful,
because they can evoke more meanings. In communities where explicitness
is a positive value, on the other hand, symbols will be weak.

*

As we try to focus in on literature again, it is useful to recall that Mary
Douglas's grid/group diagram is based on sociolinguistic concepts. Indeed
what she sets out to do is to generalize and refine Basil Bernstein's account
of language use. Bernstein distinguishes two basic categories of speech, the
restricted and the elaborated code, distinct both linguistically and socially
and associated with Durkheim's types of solidarity. The restricted code,
associated with Durkheim's mechanical solidarity, occurs in small-scale
situations, where speakers share a great many of the same assumptions; it is
therefore characterized by a high degree of predictability. The function of the
code is to a great extent affirmative of the social order and of mutual
solidarity. In a pure form, it is used in 'ritualistic modes of communication:
relationships regulated by protocol, types of religious services, cocktail-party
routines, some story-telling situations' (Bernstein 126). In terms of Douglas's
grid/group diagram the restricted code is associated with the top right
quadrant, where both grid and group are strong.

The elaborated code, cognate with Durkheim's organic solidarity, is
used in situations where speakers cannot expect their partners to share the
same assumptions, and where the degree of predictability is therefore
relatively low: 'The preparation and delivery of relatively explicit mean-
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ing is the major function of this code' (128). It has the function of describing
individual perception and bridging the gap that may exist between the
general assumptions of the speaker and the listener. The elaborated code is
therefore less subject to social structure than the restricted one; rather it is the
language of social control.16 The public address may serve as an example.

Bernstein's description of the two codes in speech coincides in several
respects with the differences between spoken and written language.Spoken
language can rely on suprasegmental elements, such as stress, intonation, and
timbre, and on non-verbal signals; it can also rely on those involved in
conversation being or growing familiar with each other and sharing or
evolving a common ground. In written and printed texts, on the other hand,
because of the separation between the writer and the reader, all these
elements have to be incorporated in the language, or, in other words, they
have to be made as explicit as possible.17

We may go one step further. The two codes are associated with the oral
and literate uses of language. Bernstein makes the connection between the
restricted code and the oral use of language in his review of the Opies' book
on The Lore and Language of Schoolchildren (71-75), where he links the
material they collected with the restricted code, because of its impersonality,
its reliance on shared assumptions, and its resistance to originality.

*

We have now reached the point where we can draw some conclusions
concerning literature, symbolism and community. To the extent that verbal
art is associated with writing--as it has been in the last few hundred years--
and writing with the elaborated code, the community

16 The value judgment that seems to be implied in Bernstein's terminology is, as has often
been remarked, unfortunate--especially because, in some places, he links the restricted
code with the working class, the elaborated code with the middle class. But it is quite
obvious that, as in the passages quoted above, they are situational.

17 In his introduction Bernstein goes so far as labeling the elaborated code 'context-
independent' (14). This is an unfortunate term, because it may be understood to suggest
that there is something like context-independent language; in terms of Douglas's diagram
(and Bernstein's discussions on which it is based) it is rather its usefulness for
dominating others that is crucial. For written language, where claims for autonomy may
most plausibly be made, context dependence has been demonstrated, for example, by
Martin Nystrand.
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using it will be a weak-grid/weak-group one, and the symbols it offers are
therefore bound to be relatively weak. As the dependence of verbal art on
print may vary--in the theater, for example, it may be limited--we can also
expect different degrees of weakness or strength.

If symbols create community, what kind of symbols does literature
offer? What kind of community does it create? The symbol of this kind that
is most familiar to us today is certainly Literature in general. Those to whom
what we call Literature is significant often feel that this places them in a
separate community, of people assumed to share imagination, sophistication
and a responsible attitude to tradition--in contrast to those who do not give
this kind of material a role in their lives.

Within what we call Literature we can make additional distinctions,
contrasting poles forming the ends of a continuum. These are similar to the
distinctions we make between poetry and prose. Poetry uses a type of
restricted code, employing, to differing degrees in different periods,
sophisticated generic conventions, allusions, complex imagery, and a
vocabulary and a syntax of its own. It heavily relies on ritualist elements like
repetition of phonetic, syntactic and metrical patterns. It often reckons with
shared knowledge to the extent that it is possible for symbolism to be very
effective. All this seems to suggest that poetry is not the genre of innovation
for which it is often taken; but, as we shall see, this does not follow.

There are literary texts that are not subject to the kind of restrictions
we find in poetry, such as the realistic novel or the essay--written in prose,
very explicit in comparison to poetry, and often concerned with the
psychology and opinions of the individual. Within this broad distinction we
can make finer ones, concerning the degree of restrictedness and elaboration;
in poetry, for example, we can distinguish between the work of the Popular
Modernists and that of the High Modernists--a point I shall discuss in more
detail in Chapter 6.

The importance of these distinctions becomes obvious when we see
them in terms of Mary Douglas's attempt to describe the relationship
between symbolic systems and social relations. A community using a
restricted code is bound to be more tightly knit, more structured, and more
stable. As its symbolic system is relatively strongly articulated and clearly
structured, certain symbols, authors and works, will occupy a central place in
a more obvious manner than in other types of community. Changes will
occur as the consequence of relatively clearly defined crises and may be
quite dramatic.
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In a community using the elaborated code we can expect a large
number of weak symbols, which are relatively unstable. There will be an
openness to change or rather fluctuation; because the symbols are weak, the
introduction of new ones rarely makes much difference.

The relationship between literature and nationality may serve as an
example here. Certain works of literature become significant as symbols at
the time of nation-building or help to sustain the nation when it is under
pressure, along with other national symbols. Such works tend to be written in
the restricted code,18 i.e., to favor a strong-grid/strong-group community.
Certain epic poems comes to mind, like Camoëns's Lusiads in Portugal or
Lönnrot's Kalevala in Finland; plays may have a similar function, such as
Shakespeare's history plays in England or Schiller's Wilhelm Tell in
Switzerland. There are few novels among them.19

Communities may also cluster around a specific author or a specific
book--the most obvious example here is certainly the Bible and
Christendom. But we find the same phenomenon also among those for whom
Literature as such is a powerful symbol. Here there are what we might call
sub-communities, clustering around a particular author or even a particular
work of literature. This phenomenon is illustrated by developments in
academic literary criticism. Indeed it increasingly distinguishes academic use
of literature from that by amateurs. This may just look like a consequence of
the dramatic growth of a discipline, but it also has a sociological basis, which
I shall discuss in Chapter 6. Academics tend to specialize on specific areas
(e.g., Ireland), epochs (e.g., Modernism), authors (e.g., Joyce), and even
single works (e.g., Finnegans Wake).

If we look at the relationship between literature and its users not in
terms of shared strategies for creating meaning, but in terms of literary works
serving as symbols creating togetherness, the concept of 'community'
becomes useful, indeed crucial to the study of literature. As we have seen,
from Mary Douglas's findings, the relationship between symbols and people
can vary. This fact offers us some new tools for studying the function of
literature. One aspect of this function I am going to con-

18 A national language itself is, of course, in a sense a restricted code, in contrast to a
lingua franca like Latin in medieval and Renaissance Europe.

19 The exceptions that come to mind, are Cervantes's Don Quixote in Spain and Aleksis
Kivi's Seitsemän Veljestä (The Seven Brothers) in Finland. In both cases these books
derive their symbolic forces from the figures they present. In nation-building
circumstances literature may be read in these ways, whether aptly or no; e.g., all Israeli
fiction since 1948 is read as political.
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sider in more detail in the next chapter, which will deal with the notion of the
classic.


